Combinatorial drug conjugation enables nanoparticle dual-drug delivery.
A new approach to loading multiple drugs onto the same drug-delivery nanocarrier in a precisely controllable manner, by covalently preconjugating multiple therapeutic agents through hydrolyzable linkers to form drug conjugates, is reported. In contrast to loading individual types of drugs separately, this drug-conjugates strategy enables the loading of multiple drugs onto the same carrier with a predefined stoichiometric ratio. The cleavable linkers allow the therapeutic activity of the individual drugs to be resumed after the drug conjugates are delivered into the target cells and unloaded from the delivery vehicle. As a proof of concept, the synthesis and characterization of paclitaxel-gemcitabine conjugates are demonstrated. The time-dependent hydrolysis kinetics and cytotoxicity of the combinatorial drug conjugates against human pancreatic cancer cells are examined. It is shown that the synthesized drug conjugates can be readily encapsulated into a lipid-coated polymeric drug-delivery nanoparticle, which significantly improves the cytotoxicity of the drug conjugates as compared to the free drug conjugates.